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__________________________________________ 
 

HELLO ALL, 
 

We have decided to put out a newsletter on an as needed basis rather than 

using the Armi Wantoks Journal for the day-to-day information that we 

would like to send out. 

Armi Wantoks Journal will now come out only twice a year and its content 

will be more towards articles recording and explaining our time in PNG. 

The editorial team will still be myself and Greg and our email addresses are 

below. Please feel free to contact us at any time. 

 

Editors: Ian Ogston  Email ozoggies@hotmail.com 

              Greg Ivey    Email iveygj@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

IMPORTANT DATES 
1. ANZAC Day approaches and for those of you wishing to do so, the 

Queensland Chalkies usually march with the veterans group, 

PIB/NGIB/HQ/PIR Association in the Brisbane parade.  

Details of where to go are available from Kev Horton (Email: 

lindyhorton@hotmail.com) who is the president of this association (and ex-

Chalkie). 

 

2. Tristan Moss is returning to Brisbane to continue his PNG research for 

his PhD from 14th April to 22nd April. Most of his time on this trip will be 

spent at the archives but there will be some interviews as well. Tristan will 

be staying for part of his time with Terry Edwinsmith. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

 

NEW CONTACTS 
We have been delighted to make contact with Peter Darmody earlier this 

year. Peter served at Murray Barracks and Igam Barracks at Lae  from 1967 

to 1968.This experience at Lae will be invaluable to us as we only have one 

representative from Igam and the more accounts of the Chalkie experience 

here will be valuable to give a broad picture of life there. Peter was able to 

contact us through our website and yet again this has proven to be a most 

marvellous way of connecting with former Chalkies and many others. 

Peter has also been able to contact another Chalkie, Bruce Nulty, which is 

great news.  

 

DAN WINKEL 

Peter also put us in contact with that rather legendary figure for Chalkies in 

PNG, Dan Winkel. Over the years of putting together the story of the 

Chalkies, the name Dan Winkel kept coming up. 

Dan was a Regular Army Warrant Officer in the RAAEC and spent three 

years in PNG at the same time as many of Chalkies.  

 

 
Dan Winkel 

Dan became well-known as the organiser of many sight-seeing flights to 



 

 

various parts of PNG for Chalkies from the Port Moresby area. In fact, many 

of the photos we assembled for our CD record of our time in PNG were 

taken on these flights. 

It was a delight to meet up with Dan last week at the Kenmore Tavern and 

the photo below is from that excellent afternoon. 

 
 

Left to Right: Ian Ogston, Peter Darmody, Greg Farr, Terry Edwinsmith and 

Frank Cordingley with Dan Winkel. 

 

Dan was able to give fine detail on the organisation of the various flights 

and this will form the basis of an article in the next ‘Armi Wantoks Journal’ 

 

 

MORE BIG NEWS 

 

NEW INFORMATION ON THE ORIGINS OF THE CHALKIES 

SCHEME 

Dan was also able give us names of people who could further our search for 

the originator of the Chalkie scheme. We have always given much credit to 



 

 

Brigadier Ian Murray Hunter for this scheme but it seems that this has been 

misplaced. Through Dan, we have contacted Roger Jones who was a very 

senior RAAEC officer in Army Headquarters (as well as serving as ADAE 

PNG command, 1967-1969). He was very close to the decision making in 

Canberra at the time of the Chalkie decision-making. It is his belief that 

actual credit must go to Major-General Tom Daly and Major-General A.L. 

MacDonald. Roger has prepared material that will be used in the next Armi 

Wantoks Journal giving his thoughts on why this is his belief.  

 

 

 

 

Best wishes to all, 

 

Editors Greg and Ian 


